HACKS

Team

- Harrison Barclay
  4th Year
  ECE
  HPCG Benchmark

- Jason Booth
  4th Year
  CE/CS
  Horovod

- Chris Bunn
  3rd Year
  CE/Economics
  SeisSol

- Jason Fitch
  3rd Year
  ECE, CS minor
  OpenMC

- Anton Lazarev
  3rd Year
  CE/CS
  System Admin

- Toyin Yusuf
  4th Year
  CE (BS/MS)
  LINPACK

Hardware

- 2 AMD EPYC 7601 CPUs
- 3 NVIDIA V100 GPUs per node
- ConnectX-5 InfiniBand Card
- 512 GB DDR4 RAM
- 250 GB SSD SATA Drive